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BURNING WOOD AS A SUPPLEMENT TO SOLID WASTE
Andrew R. Banta
and
Dr. William P. Smith
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas

Abstract
The University of Kansas at Lawrence uses natural gas and oil to
generate steam for heating and other campus needs. The projected
price increase of these fuels has led to a study of burning solid
waste and wood.
This study discusses the technical and economic
considerations of burning wood.
Topics included are sources and
availability, collection and transportation, preparation and burn
ing, and environmental effects.
It is concluded that sufficient
wood is available; truck transport is the only feasible option;
drying some wood is desirable; and that the burning can be done
separately or directly with the solid waste.
1.

INTRODUCTION

subject of much interest and speculation.
The
values
shown
in
Figure
1,
as
compiled
by
Stone
The University of Kansas at Lawrence operates
a gas fired central steam system which supplies and Webster (1), are representative of the
steam to heat 3.7 x 10^ square feet of Univer values forecast by various organizations. In
addition to cost considerations, it is possi
sity buildings, cool 1.2 x 10^ square feet of
ble
that natural gas and oil may become una
University buildings and supply steam for hot
water service, cooking, laboratories and simi vailable either from a lack of supply or by
legislation which limits their use.
lar uses. Total average consumption for the
system is approximately 390 x 10^ pounds per
Given these considerations, there is clear in
year requiring a heat input of 500 to 600 bil centive to look for alternate sources of ener
lion BTUs per year.
gy. The sources for which commercial technol
ogy exist are burning coal, municipal solid
The present cost of natural gas is $1.36 per
1000 SCFM or million BTUs. The gas is suppli- waste and wood. Using the data in Figure 1
and projected steam demands, the cost of coal
ed at this price on a four hour notice for
would exceed $2 x 10^ by 1990 and would be
8ervice interruption basis. When gas is not
approximately $4 x 10^ by the year 2000. This
®vailable the system is switched to oil which
fact alone makes solid waste a desirable al
presently costs $0.35 per gallon or $2.36 per
ternative without even considering the cost of
million BTUs. With this gas price there is
building a complete coal handling facility.
little incentive to change to another fuel.
2. BURNING SOLID WASTE
Unfortunately this price is certainly going to
Increase by the year 2000. Obviously the
price of natural gas and other fuels is the

Solid waste is readily available by diverting
it from the Douglas County landfill. Unfortu
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nately the quantity available is insufficient
to meet the steam demand, as shown in Figure 2.
The second problem, which becomes apparent
from Figure 2, is the waste generation cycle
and the steam demand cycle are out of phase
with each other. An obvious alternative is to
import solid waste from a nearby area such as
Topeka or the greater Kansas City area. In
vestigation into this possibility indicates
that several problems exist. First the dis
tance involved neccessitates the use of packer
trucks capable of holding approximately 20
tons of waste.
Use of these trucks requires
either the construction of a transfer station
or the use of an existing facility. The quan
tities involved in this project make the con
struction of a new facility prohibitively ex
pensive.
The closest existing station is ap
proximately 40 miles from Lawrence. The sec
ond problem is the fact that variable con
tracts for waste are difficult to obtain.
It
seems at best one would have to agree to take
a fixed quantity per day and might be required
to take a quantity which reflects the normal
seasonal variation. This restriction comes
from the fact that men and equipment must be
available to move the waste even when not
needed.
Solid waste in the raw form is not a
storable fuel and thus supplementing, even
with a fixed quantity per day, to meet the
winter demand is going to lead to excessive
amounts during the summer. The waste can be
processed into a refuse derived fuel (RDF)
which is temporarily storable but the proces
sing facility appears to be too expensive to
build for the quantities being considered.
An answer for this problem is to use wood as
the supplemental fuel. Wood has several ad
vantages:
it is locally available; it is
easily stored; it has a low sulfur and ash
content which make it clean burning. Most
importantly - unlike coal - it can be burned
in the same boiler as the solid waste.
3.

SOURCES OF WOOD

There are three basic sources of wood:
scrap
from sawmills, cabinet factories and similar
operations ; urban tree removals; and growing
wood in an energy forest.
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3.1

SCRAP WOOD

Scrap is a desirable source of wood for at
least two reasons. First, much of it is in a
form which can be burned as received (chips,
sawdust, small pieces). Secondly, the pres
ent supply appears to exceed demand; there is
question as to how long this situation will
last. A survey of sawmills, pallet manufac
turers, modular and mobile home builders, and
cabinet and furniture shops indicates that
many of them have a scrap disposal problem.
At the same time some of these operations use
the wood scrap for their own heating needs or
have found a market, e.g. selling the chips
to paper box manufacturers. It seems likely
that once the University becomes dependent on
these suppliers the scrap will take on a mar
ket value. This value probably would not ex
ceed the present value which is in the vicin
ity of $15 per ton plus loading and shipping.
The majority of scrap wood is available from
sawmill operations. A survey of the large
mills within 120 miles of Lawrence indicates
an availability as shown in Figure 3. This
figure also shows the relatively small amount
available from manufacturing operations. As
would be expected the quantity available is
roughly proportional to the square of the
distance from Lawrence; note there is a def
inite break in the supply at about 65 miles.
3.2

URBAN TREE REMOVALS

Urban tree removals are also a desirable
source of wood because their cost is nothing
or possibly negative, i.e. some communities
may be willing to pay to have the waste re
moved. This advantage is offset by the fact
that the urban trees must be chipped. The
chipping cost is estimated by Gould (2) to be
$7.14 per ton. To facilitate transportation,
the chipping would be done at the source of
supply.
An estimate of the quantity of wood available
from urban trees is included in Figure 3.
These quantities are predicted from landfill
data and have been corrected for an expected
decrease due to better control of Dutch Elm
Disease. It seems likely that some privately
cut trimmings are being deposited on private
land. Presumably, if these cuttings were

accepted free of charge they would be deliver

investment would be too great for the size for

ed and the total supply from the local area

est being considered.

for this source could increase, perhaps by as
much as 50%. The amount of wood available in
the 120 mile radius of Lawrence is sufficient
supplemental fuel even if the only source of
solid waste is Douglas County, The economics
of purchasing and transporting this wood will
be examined later in this report.

harvesting would be to enter the rows from one
end and cut the trees with a chain saw or h y 
draulic cutter and stack each tree on the one
previously cut. The second step would be to
enter the row from the opposite end and feed
the trees, cut end first, into a chipper. The
chips would be blown into a truck or wagon be
hind the chipper. This type of operation
could be done with a small capital investment.
Both the harvesting and planting operations
could be done using student help thus provid

3.3

ENERGY FOREST

An energy forest is the most costly source of
supply. This is reflective of the fact that
this wood has the chipping costs of the urban
trees plus the costs for land, planting, cul
tivating, and harvesting.
In order to evaluate the practicality of an
energy forest the University of Kansas has
entered into a joint project with Kansas
State University to plant experimental forest
plots at three locations.
The main purpose
of these experiments are to evaluate yield as

The general plan for

ing and added benefit to the University.
The
trees would be harvested in the fall and win
ter when the leaves are off the trees; allow
ing the leaves to compost on the ground main
tains the soil nutrient balance.
The total cost of wood from an energy forest
is a complex combination of several variables
including cutting cycle, tree spacing, tree
species and land cost. Using preliminary
studies by the Forestry Department, Kansas

a function of tree spacing, species and site
location. The preliminary results shown in

State University (4) these costs are estimated

Figure 4 (3) are reported here to indicate

as follow:

the potential of an energy forest. While the
higher concentrations give higher yields in
the early growth years the curves tend to
level out as the trees mature. Obviously
this is a result of interference between
trees in the more concentrated areas. It is
estimated that a five year growing cycle will
produce about 40 green tons per acre of Cottenwood or Black Locust.
Thus a yield of 8
ton per acre per year is possible. Assuming
a heating value of 5000 BTUs per pound the

$/106BTUs
$/ton
$1.10
$11.00

Production costs (includes
$18/ac land preparation,
$47/ac weed control, $68/ac
seedlings, $20/ac planting)
1.00
Harvesting costs ($7.14/ton
chipping cost, $2.86/ton
cutting)
Land cost ($350/ac to be sold
.61
at the end of 20 years for the
same price and a 6.87, interest
rate)
Total Cost
$2.76
4.

heat value yield is 80 x 10^ BTUs per acre
Per year.

10.00

6.10

$27.60

COLLECTION AND TRANSPORTATION

The trees are cloned from existing trees by

Any consideration of the problem of transport
ing wood to the proposed plant quickly leads

Planting cuttings; the cost is $0.10 per seed
ling. These seedlings can be planted by auto
mated machinery once the land has been proper
ly prepared. Weed control during the early
growth is a serious problem and requires care
ful attention.

to the conclusion that trucks are the only
feasible means of transportation.
The plant
site is approximately five miles from the
nearest rail line. The quantity of materials
and the distances involved preclude considera
tion of building a rail link.

At this time none of the test trees have
reached sufficient size to harvest.
An in
vestigation into harvesting techniques indi
cates that mechanized harvesting equipment

It also quickly becomes apparent that handling
costs are large compared to the hauling costs
for the distances involved. For example,
typical loading costs are $2.00 per ton, typ

does exist; however, it seems likely that the

ical hauling costs are $0.05 per ton per
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mile (?); the loading cost is equal to 40 miles
of hauling costs. From this consideration it
is almost mandatory that the wood be loaded
once and delivered without rehandling.
If the wood is not in small pieces prior to
shipping it will be best to chip it prior to
shipping.
Chipped material is more easily
loaded and will better utilize the weight and
volume limitations of the trucks. These ad
vantages appear to offset the probable higher
costs of operating a mobile chipper.

Chipping costs are given by Gould (2) as follow:
Type of Cost

Using typical transportation and chipping costs
(2) it is possible to summarize costs for fuel
delivered to the plant, in dollars per ton; as
follow:
Type of Cost

Wood Source
Urban
trees

Energy
forest

Payment to the
supplier

5.00

0.00

21.00

Chipping

3.57

7.14

7.14

Loading

2.00

2.00

2.00

Hauling an average
distance @ $0.05
per ton per mile

2.50

1.25

1.00

$13.07

10.39

31.14

PREPARATION AND COMBUSTION

The handling of the wood once it arrives at
the plant falls into three categories, chip
ping, drying and storing.
5.1

1 .86*

Labor and maintenance,
3 men @ $12.00
total per hour

3.43

Fuel, lubricants, etc.

1.65

Total

CHIPPING

As indicated much of the wood will be chipped
prior to arrival, some however will not be
chipped, e.g. trees from private trimmers and
industrial scrap delivered by the producers.
The following comments on chipping devices and
their cost apply to chipping at the plant or

.20
$7.14

*Based on a 5 year life
These figures are based on chipping seven hours
per day at 3.5 tons per hour.

The $5.00 payment to supplier for scrap is
based on present prices for chips used for pa
per making, present supply exceeding demand
and the fact that scrap for combustion can in
clude saw dust and bark. The chipping cost
for scrap is based on chipping one half of the
scrap, i. e. the large pieces. It seems pos
sible that the payment for scrap may become
dependent on the differential between chipping
costs for scrap and urban trees.
5.

Dollars per ton

Equipment, $50,000

Administration, insurance,

Scrap

Totals

at the source of supply. While many devices
in varying sizes are marketed to chip wood the
principle of operation in most is using rotat
ing knives or hammers to shear the wood into
small chips. The largest mobile devices can
accomodate logs up to nine inches in diameter
and any length. A typical cross section is
shown in Figure 5.

These figures are for a mobile chipper; an in
plant chipper operated by a turbine using waste
steam would probably have a lower cost per ton.
Present studies indicate that chipping in the
field to facilitate shipping more than offsets
this cost saving.
5.2

DRYING

The majority of wood sources being considered
produce green wood which has a moisture con
tent of approximately 40 to 50 percent of the
total weight. This has two detrimental effects
on the combustion of the wood. First, the
weight of moisture must be included in handling
the material. Dry wood heating value is 8500
BTUS/pound, green wood is about 5000 BTUS per
pound. Secondly, the moisture must be vapor
ized thus reducing the boiler efficiency. Giv
en these considerations some form of drying is
desirable. The most obvious system is to use
excess steam, generated during the non-heating
season, as a source of heat. While the exact
details could take on many forms, the general
plan would be to heat air with a steam coil,
blow it through the chips and vent it to the
atmosphere. A perfectly efficient system would
drive off roughly one pound of moisture for
each pound of steam used. A first approxima
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tion of an actual system indicated that 1.6
pounds of steam would be required to drive off
a pound of moisture.
5.3

STORAGE

The big advantage of burning wood instead of
additional solid waste is the fact that it is
a storable fuel. Wood chips can be stored
outside with less than one percent per month
deterioration if the pile depth is less than
20 feet (2). This would be the best method
for storing the chips prior to drying; after
drying additional protection will be required.
The simplest approach would be an open sided
'hay shed' type structure. The chips could
be moved in and out using a front end loader,
portable conveyor belts or a pneumatic convey
or. A more elaborate approach would be to use
closed bins as shown in Figure 6.
The system being proposed would store large
quantities of green chips outside; the quan
tity would be 20,000 to 30,000 tons, approxi
mately one year's supply. These would be
dried when excess steam is available and then
would be moved into closed storage. Enclosed
storage for all the wood used during the win
ter will probably be excessively expensive.
Therefore dried chips would be used during wet
weather when the solid waste has a high mois
ture content and when maximum steam output is
required. The remainder of the time green
chips would be burned directly.

out the BTU content of the fuel when the waste
is wet.
Many incinerators for burning raw solid waste
are available.
Typically, as shown in Figure
7, these units have a moving grate which slope
in the direction of travel. The solid waste
is burned as it is moved across the grate by
a combination of mechanical action and gravity
Commonly these units will introduce additional
combustion air above the grate. Wood will
b u m well in these devices if the pieces are
not too large.
Indeed sections of railroad
ties are being burned in this type of u n i t .
Units which b u m wood only are more closely
related to coal fired boilers.
The most com
mon types employ some type of moving belt
grate as shown in Figure 8. While not as n u 
merous, suspension and fluidized bed boilers
are also being used to fire wood. Being de
signed for a more consistent fuel, these units
have better efficiencies; typically 70 to 80
percent versus 60 to 70 percent for waste
burning units. The boiler efficiencies quoted
for wood boilers (5) are variable, and possi
bly misleading, because the heat required to
vaporize the moisture in the wood is often
charged against the boiler efficiency, not the
fuel BTU content. Finally wood has a low ash
content and thus wood boilers do not have the
large ash handling capacities found in units
designed to b u m solid waste.

Burning wood has a distinct advantage in terms
of pollution control. First, wood is low in
There two basic options for burning wood. The
sulfur content, typically less than 0.1%;
first is to b u m it with the solid waste, the
likewise the ash content is low, in the range
second is to b u m it separately in a boiler
of 0.5 to 5 percent (5). The main problem
specifically designed for wood.
If only small
with burning wood is production of oxides of
quantities of wood are being used, burning di
nitrogen, particulates and hydrocarbons in the
rectly with the solid waste is the obvious
stack gases.
Typical values are 25 to 30
choice. If substantial quantities of wood are
pounds of particulates and 10 pounds of ni
being considered, as is the case at the Uni
trous oxides per ton of wood burned (5). The
versity of Kansas, using separate wood burning
amount of hydrocarbons released is somewhat
boilers should be considered. There is a
variable with the highest levels occuring dur
trade off between the versatility and conve
ing poor combustion. Multiple cyclone sepa
nience of using all solid waste type boilers
rators, electrostatic percipitators, wet
and slightly better boiler efficiency in wood
scrubbers or bag houses will effectively con
burning boilers. As indicated earlier, an
trol the particulates. Little information is
additional advantage of burning wood directly
available on nitrous oxide and hydrocarbon
with the solid waste is an ability to even
emission control; it would appear that good
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6.

BURNING WOOD

combustion control can keep these pollutants

In small quantity the wood can be burned di

within acceptable levels.
The low ash content of wood makes disposal a
small problem.
One possibility for wood burn
ing only units is to return the ash to the
energy forest and spread it on the soil; this
will help maintain the chemical balance of the
soil.

rectly with the solid waste.
If a large amount
of wood is being burned, separate wood burning
boilers will give better
Wood in relatively large
in some of the available
with some penalty in the

combustion efficiency.
amounts can be burned
solid waste units
heat recovered.
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CONCLUSIONS

Wood, being a relatively inexpensive, clean
burning fuel, is a desirable supplement to be
used with solid waste.
Its storability and
compatibility in burning with solid waste fur
ther enhance its desirability.
The principle sources of wood are sawmill
scrap, urban tree removals, and an energy for
est.
Depending on the market value for scrap,
urban trees or scrap wood may be the most eco
nomical source.
In fact it is possible that
the market value for scrap may come to depend
on its saving over chipping urban tree remov
als. Wood from an energy forest is more ex
pensive than either scrap or urban trees; how
ever the energy forest is a necessary compo
nent in that it is a controlled supply. These
three sources could provide adequate supple
mental fuel for the proposed University of
Kansas power plant.
Trucks are the only form of transportation
which is feasible.
Handling costs are such a
significant fraction of the total hauling
costs that rehandling is not acceptable, i. e.
the wood must be loaded at the source and de
livered directly to the plant. With trans
portation costs being a significant portion
of the overall cost, the feasible distance to
haul wood is limited probably to no more than
100 miles, perhaps no more than 60 to 70 miles.
In most cases chipping prior to shipping will
be desirable and will offset the added cost
of field chipping.
The storage system should have a large volume,
enough for one severe winter season. The m a 
jority of this could be outdoor storage but
there should be protected storage for at least
several thousand tons of chips.
These chips
would be dried by using excess steam generated
during warm weather.

This work is being supported by Franklin Asso
ciates Ltd. of Prairie Village, Kansas and is
part of their feasibility study of a new steam
system for the Lawrence campus.
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Projected Prices For Natural Gas, Oil and

Coal From The Present To The Year 2000.
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---- Projected Demand
---- Available From Douglas County Solid Waste
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YIELD - TONS PEP ACRE
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Figure 4. Average Yield For Various Tree Species And
Planting Densities After Two Years of Growth.

Figure 5. Typical Hammer Mill Used To Chip Wood.
(Courtesy of Allis-Chalmers, Appleton, Wisconsin).
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SPREADING CONVEYOR

Figure 6. Typical Closed Storage Bin For Chips
(Courtesy of Clarke's Sheet Metal, Inc., Eugene, Oregon).

REFUSE

Figure 7. Typical Solid Waste Grate System (Courtesy of
Andco, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.).
Figure 8. Typical Spreader Grate
Boiler For Burning Wood Chip (Courtesy
of Foster Wheeler Limited, St. Catha*
rines, Ontario).
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